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The term kinesis, when used as a reference to the skulls of tetrapods, is defined either as

the movement of the upper jaw accompanied by specific elements of (or the entire) dermatocran i urn,

or as movement of the olfactory region of the neurocranium with respect to the rear part of the

axial skull (i.e., of the brain case formed of cartilage-replacement bonesl This phenomenon was

first described by Nitzsch in 1822, according to Bradley ( 1 9^3) » w h° discovered that the lizard
skull was capable of movement in the f ronto-parietal suture and in the articulation of the parietal
bone with the occipital. Bradley studied the chewing musculature and accompanying movements in the

skull of lizards. He formulated the first hypothesis of the functional significance of the movement
of the upper jaw in relation to the axial skull (see below) and made the first attempt to correlate
these movements with the functions of specific muscles. The term "cranial kinesis" was introduced
by Versluys (1910) for a construction of the skull in which such movements would be possible, as

well as the movements of the lower jaw. Versluys (l910, 1912, 1922, 1927) made a more thorough
analysis of tetrapod cranial kinesis. He pointed out the prevalence of kinesis among most of the

tetrapod groups, recent and extinct; classified various forms of kinesis, and proposed a theory of

cranial kinesis, according to which the tetrapod skull was primitively kinetic; kinesis was

inherited by the ancient tetrapods from fish-like ancestors and secondarily lost in several lines
of tetrapod evolu t i on .

^ From Versluys comes one of the most widely accepted hypotheses to date on

the functional significance of cranial kinesis. Later contributions to the study of kinesis were
made by Lakjer (l9 2 7), Marinelli (1928, 1936), de Jong and Brongersma (1927), Hofer (i960) and
various other authors. Kinesis in crossopteryg ian fishes was shown by Romer ( 1 937 P er Frazzetta
1962) and in some stegocephal ians ( Pfannenst iel, 193 2 > according to Frazzetta, 1962). An
exceptional amount of work on kinesis was devoted to the more specialized and unusual forms of

birds and snakes. Comparatively little attention was given to kinesis in the more primitive
forms of cranial kinesis (in lizards). A valuable contribution to the study of cranial kinesis
in lizards was the work of Frazzetta (1962). Frazzetta by using motion pictures, demonstrated the
connection between the movement of the upper jaw and the seizing and consumption of prey, and made
the first b iomechan ical analysis of the work of the jaw muscles,

- p. 1399 -

responsible for movement of the upper jaw. Frazzetta presented a new hypothesis on the functional
significance of cranial kinesis (see below). However, Frazzetta, in his analysis of cranial
kinesis, focused his attention on one form ( Varanus ), giving less attention to the features of
cranial kinesis of other forms studied by him. The type of cranial kinesis exhibited by Varanus ,

as our work has shown, cannot be considered as either the most primitive or the most widespread
among lizards. For a clear presentation of the evolution of skull kinesis and its functional
significance, a comparison of kinesis in various skulls beginning with the more primitive forms,
i s necessary.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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*An alternate hypothesis of the antiquity of the akinetic skull and independence of development
of kinesis in various lines of vertebrate evolution was developed by Edgeworth (1935)-
Edgeworth's views do not survive serious criticism and have not received general acceptance.
The names of these [llj lizards are designated by an asterisk in the list given above.



CRANIAL MOVEMENT OF LIZARDS
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(3) palatal divisions; — and unpaired: (i) parietal division, and (5) the snout [muzzle], which
always breaks down further into (5a ) central and paired (5 D ) lateral parts. The composition of

all these divisions with the exception of the quadrate and ep
i
pterygo i d. differs as also differ

the peculiarities of kinesis in the various forms of lizards (see table).

-- fi 1 --



opposite movement of all the above-mentioned elements of the maxillary segment of the craniun

takes place.

various forms of lizards, there are essential differences in the peculiarities

in the composition of the various sections of the maxillary segment (cf.

ds ot lizards studied fall primarily into two groups: (l) C yclura . Aqatna .

, in which the palatal unit is a solid shaft [corej participating in cranial

ible integer [whole unit]—unquestionably a more primitive stage; (2) Eumeces ,

Gecko . Gymnodactylus . and Zonurus . in which the palatine unit is articulated

oidal juncture to the anterior and posterior parts, movable relative to one

the first group, the palato-pterygoi dai articulation is a suture running as

from postero-anteri orly medially and solidly uniting the two bones (Fig. 2),

cond group, a very loose syndesmosis runs more directly laterally
[
transversel yj,

und the transverse axis (Fig. i) . In geckos, the palatine bone and the

directly, being separated by loose connective tissue (mentioned by Lakjer,

he second group, during retraction, the palatine section is more or less

n of the palatal-pterygoidal articulation is raised, and the descending

es is decreased.

-- Table, p. 1402—

--p. 1403—

The interior movement of the palatine section in lizards of the second group is correlated with the

greater role of mesokinesis in the amphikinetic skull (Versluys terminology) than in lizards of

the first group and is in general also correlated with the greater development of kinesis.

Within both groups of lizards there are some more pronounced differences among the various

forms. Thus, in Cyclura (Fig. l) and Aqama . the
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In favor of the actuality of the motion observed in connective-tissue preparations of the

skull is the fact that analogous movements on a much larger scale are more noticeable in the head

of a freshly killed animal with fully preserved muscles, ligatures, etc., than in the connective

tissues of preparations. Thus, the length of the skull of Varanus qriseus from

--Fig. 6—

the end of the snout to the occipital condyle, varies accordingly: as much as 8.57* °f median
skull length (71-3 mm ) during protraction and retraction in "fresh" heads, in three wet connective-
tissue preparations of skulls of same size— on the average, only 2.45? (2.3 - 2.7).

For proof of active movement in the kinetic skull, examination of living lizards and analysis
of the lines of force arising in the cranium during the contraction of cranial muscles is necessary.
Direct examination of skull kinesis in lizards is difficult due to their great rapidity

--p. 1405—
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Frazzetta made a graphic analysis of the lines of force arising du
the jaw muscles in the cranium of Varanus . This analysis seems fundame
what superficial, since Frazzetta did not study the jaw musculature of
did not try to assign a role to all the muscular parts. Protractors of
lizards appear in M. protractor pterygoidei and M. levator pterygoidei;
the fibers of the large M. adductor mandibulae externus (but never M. p
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THE PROBLEM OF THE FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CRANIAL KINESIS

The phenomenon of cranial kinesis has been known for about 1 50 years, but one problem has

not been finally solved--what is the functional significance of this wide-spread complex adaptation

in vertebrates? In general, all are agreed that kinetism is correlated with feeding and chiefly
with the capture of food. But, in regard to the definite value of cranial kinesis, there are

several di fferent hypotheses.

Frazzetta convincingly showed the inadequacy of Versluys' hypothesis, according to which cranial
kinesis served as a means of increasing the size of the gape of predatory animals, through a

greater spread between the upper and lower jaws. In the monokinetic metakinetic cranium, pro-

traction does not change the vertical range of the gape, and during amphikinesis or in the monokinetic-

mesokinetic skull, it decreases the gape.

--Fig. 7-

Bradley's hypothesis is also untenable; it proposed that kinesis, during the opening of the

mouth for grasping prey, permits adduction of the palatine elements for holding the prey between
them. The evolution of lizards has gone particularly in the direction of increasing the width of

the i n ter-pterygo i deal cavity IdepressionJ and the reduct'or. of the palatal teeth, that is, in a

direction diametrically opposed to that which would have been expected if such a kinetic function
were present. In addition, the protractor muscles are comparatively weak and cannot produce the

considerable compressive force between the left and right elements of the palatine arch necessary
for holding of prey between them.

Romer's hypothesis on the amort izat ional role of kinesis ( 1937 ) on * ne impact of jaws cannot
be discarded so decisively. Frazzetta was inclined to display skepticism as regards this hypothesis,
since in the capacity of amortizators in the kinetic cranium, one must include the contraction of

the retractor muscles, i.e., the above-noted jaw adductors. The flexibility of the cranial bones
in the lower forms of lizards might, according to Frazzetta, with the same success play the

amort i zat ional role without the aid of the complex structure provided by kinesis. But, skull
kinesis is strongly developed even in small lizards. We can add that from the point of view of this
hypothesis incomprehensible is the role of the protractor muscles according to which, during the

opening of the mouth (before the clamping of the jaws) the maxillary segment of the skull is

elevated and thus bending the spring at the end.

According to Frazzetta's hypothesis, cranial kinesis serves for attaining the simultaneous
closing of the jaws in seizing the prey. The gape is oriented so that the rising lower jaw and
lowering upper jaw are simultaneously applied to the prey, by which means the risk of the prey's
escape is lessened, as compared with the condition in the akinetic skull, where the prey is "caught'
by the lower jaw only. It seems to us, however, that Frazzetta lost sight of the fact that the
orientation of the jaws in relationship to seizing the object is not attained by kinet ic move-
ments, but by movements of the neck and by turning the head at the occ

i
p i to-cerv ical joint, i.e.,

movements which take place also in the akinetic cranium. The simultaneity (or near simultaneity)
of contact with the prey by the upper and lower jaws might be attained in the akinetic skull by the
lowering of the head simultaneously with the raising of the lower jaw. It is unlikely in predators
with an akinetic skull (and of such there are very many, discounting the mammals),

--p. 1407

—

that, after contact of the prey by the upper and lower jaws, sufficient time elapses for the
escape of the prey. Even in rushing at concealed prey from ambush a predator discloses itself
sooner than its jaws (both together or one of them a split second earlier) grasp the prey. It

seems to us that kinesis is not of any essential benefit either in gaining a "moment of surprise"
in seizing prey nor for the catching of prey in general.

In movements of the kinetic skull, the
and retraction is significant. The protrac
retractors are powerful jaw adductor muscle
load should likely be retraction. Strange
most scientists have sought the functional
hinted at the functional significance of th

the beak (according to his opinion) was onl
upper jaw. Kinesis, according to Marinelli
the place of principal pressure by the jaws
corner of the mouth.

i nequal i



It seems to us that the advantage of the kinetic skull in comparison to the akinetic is not

any kind of capture, but in holding the still living, moving prey. The kinetic and akinetic

<s can be identically effective in catching prey. But it is easier for kinetic jaws to hold it.

can note that akinetic straight jaws during the holding of prey will push forward on the object

ught (Fig. 8-l); and the resultant forces applied by them to the object held will also be

rected forward. In the akinetic skull this load lies in holding prey by the teeth. This may

avoided by the convex form of jaw, but then the jaws would always be "bent down" to some prey of

ited size and could not hold smaller prey. Kinesis provides the predominantly bent jaws with

re effective jaw pressure on any item seized, and eliminates their |_ t he jawsj deficiencies (Fig.

2). Akinetic jaws may be analogized to claws; the kinetic, to fingers; since fingers are more

itable than claws for holding objects, so kinetic jaws are more suitable than the akinetic for

e same purpose. The complexity of the movements of cranial kinesis is a result of the complexity
the cranial structure.

In grasping prey, the kinetic skull has other advantages over the akinetic (analogous to the

advantages of fingers over claws): the kinetic upper jaw can transfer the prey along the lower
jaw, crushing its resistance and killing it. During squirming of the prey, the kinetic jaws holdinc
it can relax slightly, without releasing the victim, and finally exhausting it in the struggle
(the "spinning? principle"). The amort i zat ional hypothesis also does not contradict this role of

kinesis. All these functions of kinesis can exist together, as kinesis has a complex significance,
serving as the best means of holding prey.

--p. 1408--

From this point of view, the relative weakness of the protractor muscles is understandable;
their fundamental role is to return the maxillary unit of the skull from the operative retractive
position to the normal position necessary for compact closing of the oral cleft. Also, protraction
is accomplished somewhat farther along than the "normal" central position of the maxillary segment
and always accompanies the opening of the mouth and the closing of the jaws. There
of the hypothesis of Boltt and Ewer (156*) which says that protraction serves for free
teeth, stuck in the victim during the grasping of the prey and for momentum in swallow
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It a predator specializes in feeding on coarser prey, subequal to itself or larger, the load
on the cranium during the capture, killing and chewing [of food] is so great that kinesis is dis-
advantageous, through lessening fhe solidity of the skull. Kinesis may be advantageous in absence
of food mastication by the jaws but it becomes disadvantageous for more or less prolonged chewing
of the food requiring, as said above, rather firm pressure on the object processed. The loss of
kinetism in the Therapsida line is associated with this fact. Snakes occupy a special position.
In snakes, a more highly specialized form of kinesis developed with an extreme degree of movability
of elements of the maxillary segment in relation to each other, which aids in swallowing large prey
whole. As a consequence, snakes in many cases kill
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their prey by constriction or by poison, and the jaws do not exert mechanical pressure in holding,

killing and chewing the prey.

The reduction of kinesis in chameleons is evidently correlated with feeding on small prey,

captured by the aid of the tongue.

The question of kinesis or akinesis in Sphenodon remains open at this time. Recently Ostrom

(1962) showed that in several types of Hatter ia the protractor muscles are well developed and in

a mature state. Ostrom suggested that in various populations of Sphenodon , kinesis can be lost or

preserved in the adult state depending on the feeding peculiarities of a given population. Our

study of the skulls of Hatteria leads to the conclusion that metakinesis in these forms and their

ancestors must essentially be distinguished from the scheme of metakinesis proposed by Versluys

( 1 91°» 19 12 )- Versluys proposed that in metakinesis, the maxillary segment of the skull moves as

a single unit, in which the palatine arch, the bones of the snout and the skull roof are all

rigidly joined to each other. However, the structure of the skull of Ha

t

ter i

a

shows that retraction

in this form should take place in the abducting elements of the palatine arch (pterygoids, palatines,

epi- and ectopt erygo i ds, and vomers). This means that in this metakinetic skull, movement of the

lateral parts of the maxillary segment in relation to its central part should take place, similar

to those noticed in the amphikinetic lizard skull. Whether during retraction the movements of the

palatal arch and the lateral elements of the dermatocran i um are independent, as in lizards, or

whether those and others were displaced relative to the middle elements of the maxillary segment,

we cannot determine from available museum materials. In any case, retraction of the metakinetic

skull type is accompanied by diversion and rotation around the linear axis, lateral margins upward,

of elements of the palatine arch, by the lateral part of the superposed skull armor. It seems to

us permissible to presume that these movements might be characteristic of the metakinetic skull

type in general. But examination of the problems of evolution of cranial kinesis exceeds the scope

of the present paper.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Among the various lizard species, there exist essential differences in the peculiarities

of cranial kinesis and in the composition of var ious pa rts of the maxillary segment. Cranial

kinesis of Varanus. used as the basis for analysis of lizard skull kinesis by Frazzetta (1962),

is neither the most primitive nor the most prevalent form of cranial kinesis among lizards.

(2) The most primitive type, among the forms studied, is in the Cyclura . Agama . Lacerta , and

Opn : saurus . in which the palatine section of the maxillary segment is a tough core [stout shaftj,

taking part in the movements of the skull as a single unit.

(3) In the presence of strengthening of cranial kinesis in lizards, in the palatine unit

there is developed movability of its anterior part in relation to the posterior part.

(l) The M. pterygo i deus, which functions as a retractor in the cranial mechanism in

Frazzetta's opinion, actually in lizards cannot produce any kind of retractor movements by the

latter.

(5) It seems probable that cranial kinesis provides the best means of holding prey [which is

trying to escape] in the predators jaws. Protraction can serve to release the teeth of the upper

jaw during seizure of prey or in swallowing.

(6) Kinesis of the skull in its unspecial ized forms is especially advantageous for the

universal [generalized] predator feeding on prey [which isj small relative to its own size, but

not too small prey.

(7) Most of all, in the metakinetic type of skull, retraction and protraction of the maxillary

segment are accompanied by abduction and adduction of the palatal arches, and the lateral elements

of the superposed skull and by their rotation around the longitudinal axes, that is, definite

movement taking place within the maxillary segment of the skull, despite the pattern of metaklnetism

proposed by Versluys (1910, 1912).




